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Preface

Preface
This preface introduces information sources that can help you use the application and this guide.

Using Oracle Applications  

To find guides for Oracle Applications, go to the Oracle Help Center.

Documentation Accessibility  

For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle Accessibility Program website.

Videos included in this guide are provided as a media alternative for text-based topics also available in this guide.

Diversity and Inclusion  

Oracle is fully committed to diversity and inclusion. Oracle respects and values having a diverse workforce that increases
thought leadership and innovation. As part of our initiative to build a more inclusive culture that positively impacts our
employees, customers, and partners, we're working to remove insensitive terms from our products and documentation.
We're also mindful of the necessity to maintain compatibility with our customers' existing technologies and the need to
ensure continuity of service as Oracle's offerings and industry standards evolve. Because of these technical constraints,
our effort to remove insensitive terms is ongoing and will take time and external cooperation.

Contacting Oracle  

Access to Oracle Support
Customers can access electronic support through Oracle Support. For information, visit My Oracle Support or visit
Accessible Oracle Support if you are hearing impaired.

Comments and Suggestions
Please give us feedback about Oracle Applications Help and guides. Please take one of the following surveys:

• For web-based user guide, Web-based User Guide Survey

• For tutorial feedback, Tutorial Survey

i

http://docs.oracle.com/
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc
https://cx.rightnow.com
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs
http://ora-gcp1.custhelp.com/ci/documents/detail/5/2295/12/369d658f1a7917d7400a4e1af2bef7eaac486b07
http://ora-gcp1.custhelp.com/ci/documents/detail/5/2296/12/43f59803d4b334caea4e74d1546a10a0d99ff420
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1  Overview of Dashboards and Reports

The Dashboard  
You can use the Dashboard, a handy tool to view the company reports in a clear graphical representation. Dashboard
displays real-time reports in the form of charts that show the status of resources and help you to track their activities.
For example, you can view Technician's productivity by work type chart

You can access the Dashboard by selecting Dashboards from the navigation menu. The Dashboard displays the
dashboard reports available for the login user.

You can use the configuration menu to drag and drop a dashboard chart to your personal Dashboard quickly and easily.

To add a dashboard report, click Configure Dashboard and then drag and drop reports from the configuration menu to
the Dashboard.

Dashboard Details  
Dashboard reports are not configured the first time you access the application.

If you are accessing for the first time, your dashboard screen is empty, displaying the ‘Use drag and drop to create
reports' message with the Configuration menu in the bottom.

The configuration menu is a horizontal bar with icons representing the available reports. Each icon consists of a
graphical image of the chart corresponding to the report and the report name. A hint appears when you hover on the
icon to display the type of data presented in the report.

Drag the icon from the Configuration menu and drop it. The Dashboard displays the details of the report accordingly.

Click any slice in a pie chart or bar in a bar graph to view the details in the dashboard as follows:

This figure shows the Resources by statuses dashboard window with details about a slice representing Active Route
selected in the pie chart.
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To close the dashboard window, click the “X” in the top right-hand corner.

Redwood Style for Dashboards Page  
Starting with Update 22A, the Dashboards page.

Here is the list of Dashboard page user experience improvements:

• The style of the resource and date filter sidebar is unified with the Resource screen user interface. Now, the
resource and date filter sidebar is evident, intuitive, and open by default when navigating to the Dashboard
page.

2
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• You can filter the dashboard charts or reports using the selections within resource dialog box. A resource can be
either an organization unit, bucket or field resource.

This image shows the Select resource dialog box:

3
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• You can select a date from the date picker and filter the dashboard charts or reports in the Dashboard page
accordingly.

This image shows the Date Picker:

• The filter sidebar can be kept closed or opened, based on how you want to manage the space in the Dashboard
page.

4
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• You can select the user type from the header to see the filter in its closed mode. You can use the pin icon to
keep the sidebar open on the Dashboard page.

This image shows the Dashboard page with View sidebar:
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• The resource and date filters are automatically closed in small devices (those with resolution below 600 pixels)
and appear as an overlay on top of the Dashboard page. The pin icon is available on screens upto 600 pixel
resolution.

This image shows the Dashboard page with closed View sidebar:

This image shows the Dashboard page with View sidebar:
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• You can select the resource or date from the filter.:

This image shows the Select resource page:

• The resource and date filter will be viewed in full screen on small devices in the range of 320 - 375 pixels
resolution.

Note:  Starting with Update 22A, the resource and date filter option are not available for Dashboard pages when
accessed from configuration screens. For example: Configuration, Dashboards.

7
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Dashboards Page User Experience Improvements  
Starting Update 22C, the Dashboards page has Redwood style to provide better user experience. It provides the same
look and feel as other pages in Oracle Field Service.

8
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The Dashboards page includes these changes:

• The input text fields, radio buttons, check box, and buttons (such as Add, Dismiss, Select and Rename) follow
the standard Redwood style.

◦ Add Dashboard Dialog Box

This image displays the Add dashboard dialog box.

◦ Select Resource Dialog Box

This image displays the Select resource dialog box.

9
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◦ Redwood Style Drop-Down List in a Dialog Box

The drop-down input field or check box has a new style in chart tiles.

This image displays the Activities by statuses dialog box showing a drop-down list.

10
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• The dialog box on the Dashboards page follows the Redwood style providing a unified experience across the
application.

◦ Delete dashboard dialog box

This image shows the Delete dashboard dialog box:

◦ Rename dashboard dialog box

This image shows the Rename dashboard dialog box:

12
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Add Dashboard Charts  
Dashboard charts graphically represent the status of resources and help you to track the activities of resources. You can
add dashboard charts to your personal Dashboard using the configuration menu.

The configuration menu is a horizontal bar with icons that represent the reports that are available to you. You can
configure your Dashboard to view the charts that interest you most.

To add Dashboard charts:

1. Click Dashboard to open the Dashboard.
2. Click Configure Dashboard.

The Dashboard configuration menu displays a selection of reports at the bottom of the work area.

This figure shows the configuration menu as a horizontal bar with icons representing dashboard charts.

Each icon consists of the graphical image of the chart corresponding to the report and the report name.

3. Hover your mouse over any icon.

A hint appears describing briefly the type of data presented in the report.

4. Select the item from the Resource Tree whose report you want to view.
5. Drag the appropriate report icon to your work area.

A chart is automatically created based on the Resource or Bucket selected in the resource tree.

6. Repeat the above steps to add more reports to the Dashboard window.

If the user quits the Dashboard after creating the charts, the layout of the charts is saved and displayed the next
time the user accesses the Dashboard.

7. Click Configure Dashboard button to hide the Dashboard configuration menu.

Note:  You cannot hide the Dashboard configuration menu when the Dashboard window is empty.

All charts currently configured in the Dashboard show data for the resource that is currently selected in the
resource tree. Whenever you select a different resource, all charts are updated with the data related to the new
resource immediately. It is not necessary to configure the whole set of charts for each resource.

Navigate the Dashboard  
Use the navigation icons in the screen to navigate the Dashboard.

To navigate the Dashboard:
1. Hover your cursor over the title of any dashboard and a set of icons will display in the upper right corner of your

screen.

13
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2. Click the Options icon to display the options for the Dashboard.

The Options icon allows you to set options for this Dashboard so that when you open it, the Dashboard displays
refreshed statistics for the resource, organization, or bucket on which it is currently based.

This figure shows the Dashboard Options panel with Always show report for resource check box, Date drop-
down list.

3. Optionally, set values for the following fields.
a. Click Always show report for check box to ensure that the most current chart data displays whenever

you open the Dashboard.
b. Select a date from the drop-down list.

By default, the chart displays statistics for the current day.

c. Click Save.

This chart will always display in your Dashboard for this resource or bucket or organization, regardless of the
entity you selected in the resource tree.

4. Click the Minimize icon to hide the chart from view.

See Modify Dashboard Reports for details about minimizing charts.

5. Click the Close icon to close the Dashboard.

Modify Dashboard Charts  
You can modify the display of a chart by modifying the chart properties such as minimizing, restoring, configuring and
deleting.

Minimize Dashboard Charts
To minimize Dashboard charts or reports:

1. Click the minimize icon.

The chart setting window collapses into a single title bar with two icons – maximize and 'remove.

14
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2. Click the Minimize icon to hide the chart from view.

A minimized Dashboard floats to the top of the Dashboard page, where it appears with other minimized
dashboards.

This figure shows how minimized dashboards appear in the Dashboard page.

3. Click the maximize icon to restore the chart to its original size.
4. Click the Close icon on the title bar to remove the chart from the Dashboard.

Maximize Dashboard Charts
The size of a chart displayed on the Dashboard page can be increased or decreased according to the user's preferences.

To maximize a chart on the Dashboard page:

1. Locate the resizing tool in the bottom right corner.
2. Drag the corner of the chart window to resize the chart as necessary.
3. The chart content (diagrams and legend) is resized accordingly.

Animated Highlighting in Charts
Discusses the animation actions that occur when data is highlighted in charts.

All reports (except Gauge) have legends describing the data shown in the charts.

When the mouse hovers over a legend item, the corresponding section of the chart is highlighted. The same effect
occurs when the mouse hovers over the chart itself.

If a chart legend item is clicked, the corresponding chart section remains highlighted even when the mouse is removed.
This gives the user a clearer view of the data shown on the chart.

To remove the highlighting, the user has to click the same legend item again or click a different item to have it
highlighted instead.
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Chart Hints
A set of hints displayed to assist the user working on charts. All charts (except Gauge) have hints containing the details
of the data used in the chart. The hints appear when the mouse is hovered over the chart sections. Depending on the
type of the chart and the type of the report, the hint content may vary.

This figure shows the dashboard window for Resource by statuses report. The dashboard window displays a pie chart
with chart hints for a selected slice.

In pie charts, the hints contain the description of the data to which the selected 'slice' corresponds, the absolute value of
the slice and its percentage value.

In column charts, the hints contain the description of the data to which the selected column corresponds and its
absolute value.

This figure shows the dashboard window for Mean time to deliver report. The dashboard window displays a column
chart with chart hints for a selected resource.

Dashboard Calendar

Selecting a date opens a calendar showing the three-month period around the selected date.

Depending on the report type, the chart displays data for a certain date or for a date range. In any case, the data
displayed in the chart is related to a date selected by the user. Initially, the charts are created for today's date which can
be changed if necessary. The date is displayed in the calendar window which has a left and right arrow to switch the
currently selected date one day earlier or later.

Clicking the calendar window opens the calendar for a three-month period with the currently selected month in the
middle.

A different date can be selected by clicking it in the calendar. The left and right arrows shift the calendar one month
earlier or later. When the date is clicked, the calendar is hidden and all charts in the dashboard are immediately updated
with the data corresponding to the selected date.
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Auto Refresh Dashboard Charts  
Dashboard charts are refreshed automatically based on the refresh rate configured at the resource level.

You can configure the refresh rate in the minutes field in the Edit Resource screen. The dashboard gets automatically
refreshed based on the duration set for the resource.

1. Click the Navigation button and select Resources.
2. In the Resources screen, select a resource.
3. In the Resource Info screen, click the Properties icon and select Edit from the drop-down list.
4. In the Edit Resource screen, type a value in the Refresh rate field.

This image displays the Edit Resource screen showing the Refresh rate.

In case no refresh rate duration has been set for the resource, the default refresh rate of the chart will be caken into
account for automatic data refresh.

Report Delay

Routing Errors Reasons 1h

Resources by Statuses 10m

Percent of Customer Expectations Met 1h

Percent of Activities Met 1h
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Report Delay

Mean Time to Deliver 1h

Completion Progress by Volume 10m

Completion Progress 10m

Comparing Resources Productivity 1h

Comparing Resources - Number of
Activities

1h

Capacity by Category 5m

Average Travel Time per Resource 1h

Average Productivity by Activity Type 1h

Autorouting Results 1h

Activities by Statuses 10m

Activities by Capacity Categories 1 h

Set a Date Filter  
You can view date and resource as a generic filter for all the charts or reports configured in a dashboard page. You can
select a date from the calendar. The selected date will be applicable for all the dashboards on the Dashboards page. You
can choose to see data for the selected day or for the day before selected from the dashboard.

Date Filters
You can select a date from the calendar. The selected date will be applicable for all the dashboards on the Dashboards
page. You can choose to see the data for the selected day or for the day before selected from the dashboard.

To set a date filter

1. Click the Calendar icon and select a date.
2. Charts will display data for the selected month / month before selected/ selected day/ Day before selected

When the user drills down a report from the Dashboard page, report details page will displayed based on the selected
date. Report details page will display both From date and To date as the date selected from this page by default. You can
change these dates from the filter in the Report details page.

Resource Filters
Resource filter can be used for displaying the data of charts at buckets or organizations or at individual resource level.
When the user drills down a report tile, the Report Details page will be displayed based on the resource or resource
group selected in this page.

My Dashboard
Existing Dashboard charts selected in the legacy Manage application will be displayed as a new tab "My Dashboard" in
Oracle Field Service application:

18
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My Dashboard tab will display only existing charts available in legacy Manage application. New charts added to legacy
Manage application after upgrade will not be displayed in the My Dashboard tab.

The user can configure more charts or reports into this tab from the Core application.

Reports  
You can display a report by clicking the Navigation button and directly selecting the name/title of the report from the
navigation pane.

You must have a user name and password to log in to the application. If you do not know your user name or password,
contact your system administrator.

You can view the following categories of standard reports:

• Routes and activities reports

• Statistical and administrative reports

Note:  Report column names are available only in English and cannot be modified.

Grant Permissions to View Reports  
You can access the Reports functionality using the User Types screen. This screen allows you to set the required
permissions.

To grant permissions to view a report:
1. Click Configuration.
2. In the Configuration page, click User Types.

The User Types screen appears.

3. Select a user type and then select Screen Configuration tab.
4. Click Main Menu Items to open the Permissions screen for commands displayed on the main menu.
5. To select the reports with default permissions, click the Click to Add button.
6. In the Add Action dialog box, click the check boxes next to each report to add it and click OK.
7. Click the profile under the Actions column to add each profile.
8. Select a profile and click the Modify link. Select the access mode you want to use for the profile selected and

click Save.

Note:  If the Modify dialog box displays Read-only access, you cannot specify any conditions to validate
access to the report.

9. Click Close.

Associate a Report With a Resource  
All the dashboard reports show the data related to the performance of a resource. Therefore, any report and the
corresponding chart must be associated with a resource.

19
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The Dashboard window has a resource tree similar to other screens. The resource tree shows the hierarchical structure
of all resources in the company with the root resource on top. When the Dashboard window is first opened, the root
resource is selected automatically. This step must be performed to associate the report to any resource other than the
root resource.

To add a dashboard chart to the dashboard:

1. Click Dispatch.
2. Select Dashboard from the drop-down menu to open your Dashboard.

The Dashboard  screen appears with a resource tree.

Note:  The resource tree shows the hierarchical structure of all resources in the company with the root
resource on the top.

3. Select a resource from the resource tree.
4. Drag a report icon from the configuration menu and drop it in the Dashboard window.

The corresponding chart appears in the Dashboard window.

5. To display the chart, click the Show icon.

This figure shows the Show icon used to display a chart.

.
6. To hide the chart, click the Hide icon.

This figure shows the Hide icon used to hide a chart.

Note:  The charts are saved automatically when you quit the dashboard and displays on the screen when you
access the dashboard again.

7. Click Configure dashboard.

The Dashboard configuration menu is closed.

Note:  You cannot hide the configuration menu if the Dashboard is empty without any charts.

The chart configured for the selected resource in the resource tree is displayed on the dashboard window. If
you select another resource, the charts are updated with the resource’s data.

Refresh a Report  
You can refresh a report either automatically or manually. This task discusses how to manually refresh reports.

Automatic refreshing of reports:
Each report has its own auto-reloading interval, after which it is recalculated and redrawn. For example, some reports
refresh automatically after 10 minutes and some after one hour. At the same time, the general reloading timer that
affects all application windows affects the Dashboard page. This setting is found in the My Display  settings.

20
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Note:  Short refresh intervals may slow down the system. The recommended refresh interval is 5 minutes or longer.

Manual Refreshing

A report is refreshed when:

• the browser window is refreshed

• a different resource is selected in the resource tree (if the report is not set to display data for a single resource
only)

• the report settings are changed

• the date is changed in the calendar

• the user starts the application in another browser tab and returns to the tab where the Dashboard is open

Only those reports that have new data are refreshed after one of these actions.

To refresh the tables manually:

1. Click Refresh in the report.
2. Choose another bucket/resource in the Resource Tree (if report is not fixed for a certain resource/bucket).
3. Change the fixed resource (if the resource was fixed).
4. Change report settings.
5. Change the report date.
6. Open the application in another browser tab, and return to the Dashboard.

Redesigned Configuration Page  
The Configuration page has been redesigned and now adopts the Redwood user experience. The links to other screens
are logically grouped in the order in which the system should be configured.

The main screen area of the Configuration page has been redesigned and adopts the Redwood user experience. The
links to other screens are logically grouped into sections following the order that the system should be configured. Each
section appears in a specific color, and now users can find the links on the screen easily, by visually associating section
colors with content within each section.

Select Navigation, Configuration to display the Configuration page
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A redesigned configuration page follows a responsive format and mirrors content on desktops, tablets, and mobile
phones.

Export a Report  
Any report can be exported as a .csv file. Once it is downloaded, usually to Excel, you can use the data in any type of
reporting tool. When you print or export a report, it is printed or exported in the language set in the Company language
section of the Display screen.

The  Export  option is available for all reports in the work area. You can save your report as a .csv file that you can open
in Excel or other application.

To export a report:

1. From any open report window, click Export.

The Open Report dialog box for the selected report appears.

2. Select Open with and then choose any application from the list to view the report.
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3. Optionally, select Save File to save the report to the default application, Excel.

The filename of the saved file is displayed in the language set in the operating system.

4. Optionally, click the Do this automatically for files like this from now on check box to save the export
settings as default.

5. Click OK to export the report.

The file is saved in .csv format.

Dashboard Charts and Reports  
This section discusses the overview of dashboard charts and reports in the Oracle Field Service Mobile for Android and
iOS app.

You can perform the following on dashboards and reports in Mobility:

• Configure dashboards in the Oracle Field Service Mobile app. The Main menu Dashboards in the mobile app
serves as the single location to access Oracle Field Service reports, Oracle Field Service dashboards, and other
application dashboards embedded in Oracle Field Service.

• Add Dashboard pages. You can now customize dashboard pages by arranging the available reports and
dashboard in multiple tabs based on your preferences.

• Configure predefined dashboards. Predefined dashboards are ready to use dashboards for a user configured by
another user. You can now configure predefined dashboards for a specific user type so that all the users in that
user type can view this dashboard pages by default in dashboards.

• Configure available reports for a user type: You can now configure available reports or dashboards for a user
type. Based on the configuration users in that user type will be able to see reports and dashboards in their
available reports.

Dashboard Charts
Dashboard charts are graphical representation of a report. You can configure a dashboard tab and drag the required
chart icon from the Available reports menu and drop it inside a dashboard tab. The chart displays the details of the
report accordingly.

You can remove a chart from a dashboard page using the X button in the upper right corner of the report.

In case of predefined dashboards charts, administrators configure the settings at the time of creating the charts. Users
who view the predefined dashboards cannot modify these settings.

Standard Reports
Standard reports are represented as a tile in a dashboard tab. You can configure a dashboard tab and drag the report
icon from the Available reports menu and drop it inside a dashboard tab. Reports are represented with a standard report
icon and a name in the Available reports menu.

The report is displayed with a description of that report in the dashboard tab with a standard icon as follows:

This image shows a standard report.
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While configuring a dashboard tab, you can add or remove the report tile from a tab. The Close button is available while
configuring a dashboard. Clicking this button removes the report from dashboard tab. If the Available reports menu is
hidden, you cannot remove or add reports to the dashboard tab.

Note that the following functionality is not available in the Core Application Dashboards:

• Reports export option

• Print the route option

• Schedule report option

• Report Resource-User association

Configure Predefined Reports  
Predefined dashboards are dashboards created for a specific user type - all the users in that user type will be able to see
this dashboard tab by default. User types control the access to configure predefined dashboards in Core Application.
The user (preferably, Administrator with configuration permission) can grant permissions to configure predefined
dashboards for a user type.

To configure predefined dashboards:
1. Make sure that the user has permission to access dashboards from configuration page.
2. Navigate to the Dashboards page from the Configuration menu.
3. If the Available Reports pane does not appear, click the properties icon and select Configure current dashboard

from the drop-down menu.
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4. When you open the Dashboards page for the first time, dashboards will not be configured.

This screenshot displays the default Dashboards page.

5. You can either click the New Dashboard button or select the menu item to add a predefined dashboard to create
a new predefined dashboard.

6. You can select the user type from the page header and add relevant reports or dashboard charts to the
dashboard to create a predefined dashboard for that user type.

7. Users in that user type will be able to view the predefined dashboard now.

This screenshot displays the Dashboards page with predefined dashboard.

Only those users that have permission to create predefined dashboard will be able to configure, rearrange, rename or
delete predefined dashboards.

With predefined dashboards configured for that user type, users can view the dashboard. To view the parameters
configured for a dashboard chart, you can click the options icon.

Options configured while creating the predefined dashboard will remain the same for all the users in that user type.
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Configure Available Reports for a User Type  
User types control the access to configure available reports for a user type in Core Application. The user (preferably,
Administrator with configuration permission) can grant permissions to configure available reports in Dashboards. To
configure available reports for a user type, you require permissions to access Dashboards from the Configuration page.

To set up Dashboards as a menu item for a user type configuration page for a user type:

1. Click the Navigation button and select Configuration.
2. In the Configuration page, select User Types.
3. In the User Types page, select Screen Configuration.
4. In the Application screens section, select the configuration menu item:
5. In the configuration menu context layout, click Add action. The Add menu item dialog box is displayed.
6. In the Add menu item dialog box, select the Dashboards check box and click OK

The Dashboards menu item is now added to the Navigation pane. Users can access dashboards and reports
from this Dashboards page.

7. To configure available reports for a user type, click the Navigation button and select Dashboards from the
Configuration menu.

When the user opens the Dashboards page for the first time, reports or dashboard charts will not be available
for the selected user type.

This screenshot shows the Dashboards page when it is opened for the first time

8. You may add available reports to the Dashboards page.
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Set Up Dashboards as a Menu Item for a User Type  
User types control the access to Dashboards in Core Application. The user (preferably, Administrator with configuration
permission) can grant permissions to access dashboards for a particular user type, so that all users in that user type can
access the Dashboards menu.

To set up Dashboards as a menu item for a user type:

1. Click the Navigation button and select Configuration.
2. In the Configuration page, select User Types.
3. In the User Types page, select Screen Configuration.
4. In the Screen Configuration page, select the Main menu item:
5. In the Main Menu context layout, click Add action. The Add menu item dialog box is displayed.
6. In the Add menu item dialog box, select the Dashboards check box and click OK

The Dashboards menu item is now added to the Navigation pane. Users can access dashboards and reports from this
Dashboards page. To navigate to the Dashboards page, click the Navigation button and select Dashboards. When you
access the dashboards menu for the first time, you may not see any predefined dashboards in the Dashboards page.

Add a Dashboard  
You can add Dashboards page in Context Layout for Mobility. You can create multiple tabs in dashboards screen and
arrange reports or dashboards so that information can be displayed in different tabs on a single screen. Options are
available to rename or rearrange these tabs based on their preference of view. You can also delete these tabs at any
point in time. You can configure the reports/ charts based on their preference.

When you access the dashboards menu for the first time, you may not see any predefined dashboards in the
Dashboards page.

Note:  Add dashboard action will work only if the Available Reports pane is open.

To set up multiple Dashboard tabs:

1. Log into Oracle Field Service Mobile App.
2. Navigate to the Dashboards page.
3. In the Dashboards page, click the Properties icon.
4. Select Add Dashboard from the drop-down menu.

The Add Dashboard dialog box is displayed.
5. Select the New dashboard option.
6. In the Name field, enter the dashboard tab name and click OK.

The Dashboards page shows the newly added tab.

The Dashboard will be in configure mode by default. You can drag and drop reports or dashboard charts from the
Available reports pane.
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Edit a Dashboard  
You can select and edit a dashboard from the Dashboards page.

1. Navigate to the Dashboard tab.

Note:  You cannot edit a dashboard tab, and add or remove dashboard charts or reports, if the Available
reports pane is hidden.

2. In the Dashboards page, click the properties icon and select Configure Current Dashboard.

The Available Reports pane appears.

The screenshot shows the Dashboards page with Available reports pane after creating a tab:

3. To add a new dashboard chart or report, drag-and-drop the chart or report from the Available reports pane to
the dashboard tab layout.
The selected chart or report appears in the dashboard tab.

4. To remove a dashboard chart or report, drag-and-drop the chart or report from the dashboard tab layout.

Dashboard Tiles — Re-size Option  
You can resize the dashboard tiles using the resize handler at tiles level in the dashboard.

You can use the resize handler to increase or decrease the size of dashboard tiles based on the requirement.
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You will find this option only when the dashboard page is in Configure current dashboard mode. When you resize the
chart tile, all the dashboard components like chart, icons, legends, titles & other labels will be resized accordingly.

Delete Current Dashboard  
You can delete dashboards or reports on the Dashboards page.

CAUTION:  Be careful when deleting dashboards. Deleted dashboards cannot be retrieved from Oracle Field Service.

To delete a dashboard tab:

1. Navigate to the Dashboards page.
2. Select the dashboard tab.
3. Click the properties icon and select Delete current dashboard from the drop-down menu.

The Delete Dashboard dialog box appears.
4. Click OK to confirm deletion.

The deleted dashboard tab is removed from the Dashboards page.

Rename a Dashboard  
You may rename a dashboard to any name you wish to use.

To rename a dashboard:
1. Navigate to the Dashboards page .
2. Click the Properties icon and selectRename Dashboard from the drop-down menu.
3. In the Rename Dashboard dialog box, edit the Name field to the dashboard name you wish to use.
4. Click OK
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The Dashboards page refreshes to display the modified dashboard tab name.

Filter Resource-Specific Data for Dashboards  
You can view date and resource as a generic filter for all the charts or reports configured on the Dashboards page. You
can set filters for all the dashboard charts or reports. Data is displayed based on the filter selection.

You can use the resource filter to display the data of dashboard charts at buckets (or organizations) or at the individual
resource level.

1. Navigate to the Dashboards page.
2. In the Left pane, select the resource to filter.

The Dashboards page refreshes to show the data relevant to the selected resource.

This screenshot shows the Dashboards page showing resource-specific data.

Filter Resource-Specific Data for a Selected Report  
You can filter resource-specific data for a selected report.

To filter resource-specific data for a particular report:
1. Open the dashboard tab in the Dashboards page.
2. In the Left pane, select the resource to filter.
3. In the Left pane, select the report.

The selected report opens in the detail view to show the data relevant to the selected resource.
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Drag and Drop Reports and Charts in Mobile Devices  
You can drag and drop a selected report or chart on the Dashboards page anytime, provided the Available Reports
pane appears on the Dashboards page.

1. Open the tab on the Dashboards page.
2. Ensure that the Available Reports pane is open. If not, click the properties icon and select Configure Current

Dashboard to open it.
3. Select the dashboard item (chart or report). Drag and drop it to the new location.

You may need to press the icon for some time. You cannot drag and drop the icon to the tab page. The selected
dashboard chart or report appears on the dashboard tab.

Embed Dashboards  
The Dashboards menu serves as the single location to access Oracle Field Service reports, dashboards, and other
application dashboards embedded in Oracle Field Service.

You can select the user type from the page header and add relevant reports or dashboard charts to the dashboard
to create a predefined dashboard for that user type. Or, you can use the following procedure to embed a predefined
dashboard as a dashboard tab.

To embed dashboards in Mobility:

1. Navigate to the Dashboards page from the Configuration menu.
2. In the Dashboards page, click the Properties icon and selectAdd Dashboard.
3. In the Add Dashboard dialog box, select Embed Dashboard option.
4. In the Name field, enter the dashboard tab name to add.
5. In the URL field, provide the URL related to Oracle Analytical Cloud, Oracle Business Intelligent Cloud Services,

or Oracle Integrated Cloud Services to the host server.

The embedded reports are presented as a new dashboard tab on the Dashboards page.

Note:  You cannot configure embedded dashboards.

Set Permissions for a List of Reports  
You can set the Available reports configuration option to enable reports.

To set the necessary permissions for a list of reports:
1. Navigate to the Dashboards page.
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2. Click the properties icon and select Configure current dashboard from the drop-down list.

The Available reports pane appears as follows:

This screenshot shows the default view of Available reports pane before setting permissions.

3. Select the progress icon placed next to each report under the Available reports pane to enable it.

This screenshot shows the Available Reports pane after setting permissions for the user type.

The selected reports or dashboard charts will be added to the available reports list of that user type.
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2  Dashboard Reports

Completion Progress By Volume Report  
The Completion Progress by Volume report shows the total volume of activities completed in minutes or points per hour
for a selected date in comparison with the average number of activities completed in the previous week and previous
month. Only the regular and reopen activities are considered to generate this report.

The completion progress dashboard report is displayed to the following user categories:

• buckets/organizations

• individual resources

The Completion progress by volume chart lets you to select a date and add filter to display the data by activity type
group. You also need to select the units of measurement to represent the completed activities volume. If the company
does not use points according to its 'Business Rules' settings, data is not displayed when 'Points' are selected. The
Completion progress by volume report is represented with a column chart.

This figure shows the Completion Progress by Volume report column chart displaying the volume of completion for
each hour.

This table displays the elements in the Completion progress by volume report and their description:

Element Description

Header Displays the report name and date in the header.

Columns There can be up to three columns per hour representing the following data:
 

• the volume of activities completed by a resource in an hour on the selected date.
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Element Description

• the average number of activities completed by the same resource at the same time in the
previous week.

• the average number of activities completed by the same resource at the same time in the
previous month.

Note:  If the previous week/month statistics is not available, the corresponding column is not show.

Legend Type of data represented by the chart:
 

• Completed (date), Units of measurement

• Average completed (week), Units of measurement

• Average completed (month), Units of measurement

Axes horizontal: Hour
 
vertical: Volume
 

Hint Each activity displays a hint pop-up with Hour, data corresponding to the selected column, column
representing the volume of activities and the units of measurement.

View the Completion Progress Report  
The Completion progress by volume report shows the number of activities completed per hour for a selected date in
comparison with the average number of activities completed in the previous week and previous month. Only the regular
and reopen activities are considered to generate this report.

The completion progress dashboard report is displayed to the following user categories:

• buckets/organizations

• individual resources

To view the Completion Progress report:

1. Click Dashboard to open the Dashboard.
2. Select the Completion progress by volume chart.

The title bar of the chart displays a set of icons.

3. Click the Options icon to display the options for the chart.

See Navigate the Dashboard for more details.

4. Select the following Date options from the drop-down list:

◦ Selected Day– Reports for the day selected in the calendar

◦ Day before selected–Reports for the day before the day selected in the calendar

The Completion progress by volume chart refreshes to display the data based on your selection.
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View the Capacity by Category Report  
The Capacity by category report shows the expected duration in minutes and the quota (amount of work performed)
for a specific work type and time slot. You can view this report only when selecting a quota enabled bucket.

To view the Capacity By Category report:
1. Click Dashboard to open the Dashboard.
2. Select a quota enabled bucket.
3. Select the Capacity by category chart from the Dashboard.

The title bar of the chart displays a set of icons.

4. Click the Options icon to display the options for the chart.

See Navigate the Dashboard for more details.

5. Select the following Date options from the drop-down list:

◦ Selected Day– Reports for the day selected in the calendar

◦ Day before selected – Reports for the day before the day selected in the calendar

6. Select the following Capacity category type from the drop-down list:

◦ Any Capacity Category– Average values for all work types will be calculated

◦ Specific Capacity Category– Values for any specific work type that applies to this Resource will be
calculated

7. Do one of the following
a. In the Time slots field, select a time-slot option from the drop-down list:

- All– Average values for all time slots will be calculated
- Specific time slot– Values for any specific time slot can be calculated

b. In the Booking intervals field, select an option from the drop-down list.
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8. Modify the following values, if necessary

◦ Major Capacity Usage

◦ Critical Capacity Usage

This figure shows the Capacity by category report that appears as a gauge.

The gauge shows in minutes the anticipated total activity duration (based on work orders) and the amount of
quota assigned for each specific time slot and work type:

◦ The gauge is set up with 0 in the lower left quadrant.

◦ The hand of the gauge sweeps from left (0) to right as capacity is used, pointing to the current amount of
capacity that has been consumed.

◦ The higher value is determined automatically by multiplying Capacity and 1.3 shown in the lower right
quadrant.

◦ The space between capacity and the higher value represents the point at which the number of work
orders for that work type has exceeded quota. If the hand moves into this area (as a result of those
additional minutes being consumed) the area will be highlighted in red. Apart from differentiating the
capacity change in colors, you can also view the capacity value as text.

9. The minute hand in the Capacity by category report changes with higher capacity.

Consider an example where the gauge shows the following information:

• Time Slot is 8-10.

• Date is 06/18/09.

• Capacity (based on available resources and their calendars) is 1100 minutes and is shown as a tic mark
highlighted in yellow at the outer edge. Apart from highlighting the capacity in yellow color, the capacity is also
shown as text in the center of the gauge.

The hand points to the current capacity that has been consumed (415 minutes). The current capacity value is also shown
at the bottom of the gauge.
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Average Productivity by Activity Report  
The Average Productivity by Activity report displays the average number of activities by each activity type per day for
selected resource(s) and month. The report does not consider teamwork and pre-work.

If there are no activity types in the system, the report will show the whole number of activities. The report is calculated
by grouping the number of activities of each type and dividing the resulting sums by the number of working resources.
This is done for each day of a month. For example, if 20 upgrades were performed, and 4 resources worked, the average
will be 5 upgrades per resource. The 'Average productivity by activity type' Dashboard report can be displayed for:

• buckets/organizations

• individual resources

Note:  Teamwork is not displayed in the Dashboard. This has to be taken into account when monitoring the
performance of resources having a lot of teamwork activities in their routes.

The Average Productivity by Activity report is represented with a column chart.

This figure shows the Average Productivity by Activity column chart with average activities and date.

This table displays the elements in the Average Productivity by Activity report and their description:
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Element Description

Header Displays the report name and the reported period in parentheses

Columns The average number of completed activities of each type. The chart contains as many different color
columns as there are activity types in the legend.

Legend Activities performed by:
• the selected individual resource (if an individual resource is selected in the Resource Tree), or

• all resources in the selected bucket/organization (if a bucket or organization is selected) If the
selected resource performs only some of the activity types existing in the system, the chart and
the legend will contain only the activity types performed by the resource.

Axes horizontal: date
vertical: average activities
 

Hint Date, activity type and the average number of activities of the particular type performed by the
resource

View the Average Productivity by Work Type Report  
The Average productivity by work type report displays the average number of activities per day for the month by work
type.

This report has the following characteristics:

• It refreshes automatically every hour

• Selecting a set of resources enables you to view the organization

• Selecting an individual resource enables you to view only that resource’s productivity

• The average is calculated as the total number of work orders of the selected type divided by the average
number of working resources

• The report does not include teamwork, non-customer activities, or pre-work

To view the Average Productivity By Work Type report:

1. Open the Average productivity by activity type report.
2. Select the following month options from the drop-down list:

◦ Selected – Reports for the month selected in the calendar

◦ Before selected – Reports for the month before the one selected in the calendar

The horizontal axis shows the days of the month; the vertical shows the average number of activities. The ranges
represent the average number of completed activities of each type on that day. The colors in a range match the work
types described in the chart. Apart from differentiating the work types in colors, you can also view them as text in the
chart hints.

This figure shows the Average productivity by work type report displaying the average productivity for each day.
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View the Resources by Statuses Report  
The Resources by statuses report shows at a glance the proportion of resources that have activated their routes
compared to those who did not activate in time and those who are not working today. This report shows status of
activities such as percentage of non-working day, not activated route and active route for a selected date in the
calendar.

The Resources by Statuses report is represented with a column chart. The chart options allows you to select a date from
the calendar. The number of resources and statuses are listed against statuses for the selected date.

This table displays the elements in the Resources by Statuses report and their description:

Element Description

Header Displays the report name and date.
 

Columns The chart displays all the resources in the selected bucket or organization for the specified date.
 
Each slice represents the percentage of the route status in the whole number.
 

Legend The following statuses are available:
 

• Non Working Day

• Non Activated Route

• Non Activated in Time

• Activate Route

• Deactivated Route

If resources of the selected bucket or organization have routes of only some of the statuses, the slices
and the legend will contain only such statuses.
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Element Description

Hint Each activity displays a hint with route status, number of resource routes of such status in the bucket
or organization and their percentage share in the whole number of resources.
 

This report has the following characteristics:

• It depicts the number of resources for each status for the date that you select

• You can run it for any bucket or organization

• If you select an individual resource in the Resource Tree, the chart will be configured for the parent bucket

• It refreshes automatically every 10 minutes

To view the Resources By Statuses report:

1. Click Dashboard to open the Dashboard.
2. Select the Resources by statuses chart.

The title bar of the chart displays a set of icons.

3. Click the Options icon to display the options for the chart.

See Navigate the Dashboard for more details.

4. Select one of the following date options from the drop-down list:

◦ Selected day– Reports for the day selected in the calendar

◦ Day Before selected – Reports for the day before the one selected in the calendar

The whole pie chart represents the total number of resources in a bucket or organization. The status of each
resource can be represented by a "slice."

This figure shows the Resources by statuses as a pie chart displaying the number of resources in a bucket.

5. The report shows the number of resources for the following statuses:

◦ Non Working Day – The resource is not scheduled to work on this day

◦ Not Activated Day – The resource has not activated his/her queue (route) for the day
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◦ Not Activated in Time – The resource activated the route outside the required activation time set by the
client. For example, if the client decides all resources must activate no later than 15 minutes after the shift
start time, then anyone outside of that time did not activate on time.

◦ Active Queue – The resource has activated his or her route for the day

◦ Deactivated Queue – The resource has deactivated his or her route for the day

View the Comparing Resources by Number of Activities
Report  
The Comparing resources by number of activities report displays the number of completed activities for each work
skill by resource and by job type or all direct children of a chosen bucket/aggregator for the selected month.

This report has the following characteristics:

• You can run it for buckets/aggregators. If you select an individual resource in the Resource Tree, the report will
be configured for the parent bucket/aggregator.

• It refreshes automatically every hour

• The report does not include teamwork, non-customer activities, or pre-work

To view the Comparing Resources By Number of Activities report:

1. Click Dashboard to open the Dashboard.
2. Select the Comparing resources by number of activities chart

The title bar of the chart displays a set of icons.

3. Click the Options icon to display the options for the chart.

See Navigate the Dashboard for more details.

4. Select the following Month options from the drop-down list:

◦ Selected– Reports for the month selected in the calendar

◦ Before selected – Reports for the month before the one selected in the calendar

The Comparing resources by number of activities is represented with a column chart. The chart options allows you
to choose a month to display the data for the corresponding period. You can filter the display data by an activity type
group or activity type represented in the list of activities in the selected bucket or organization. You can also define the
number of resources and the number of activities to display on the chart. You can select from 20, 40, 50 or all resources.

This figure shows the Comparing resources by number of activities report as a column chart with number of activities
for each resource.
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The horizontal axis lists individual resources by name; the vertical axis shows average activities. Each column represents
the number of work orders completed by one resource during the month. The colors correspond to the work skills
defined in the legend. Apart from differentiating the work skills in colors, you can also view them as text in the chart
hints.

This table displays the elements in the Comparing resources by number of activities report and their description:

Element Description

Header Displays the report name, the reported period and the number of resources in the header.

Columns Each column represents the number of activities of each type completed by a resource during
the specified month. The chart columns contains several sections marked with different colors
representing various types of activities. Apart from differentiating the activity types in colors, you can
also view them as chart hints.

Legend Denotes the type of activity performed by the resources in the selected bucket/organization. If the
resources in the selected bucket/organization perform only some of the activity types existing in the
system, the columns and the legend displays only the activities performed.

Axes horizontal: Resources
 
vertical: Number of activities
 

Hint Each activity displays a hint pop-up with Resource name, activity type and the number of activities of
such type.
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View the Comparing Resources Productivity Report  
The Comparing Resources by Productivity report displays the average number of completed work orders by work
skill per resource/day. The report calculates data for all direct children of a chosen bucket/aggregator. The Comparing
Resources by Productivity report shows the average number of activities completed for an activity type per resource
per day for all the resources in a bucket/organization. Activities collaborated based on the teamwork and pre-work are
not considered for generating this report.

Productivity is calculated as the total number of work orders completed by a resource during the month divided by the
number of working days. This chart is often used along with the Comparing resources by number of activities report.

This report has the following characteristics:

• You can run it for buckets/aggregators. If you select an individual resource in the Resource Tree, the report will
be configured for the parent bucket/aggregator.

• It refreshes automatically every hour

• The report does not include teamwork, non-customer activities, or pre-work

To view the Comparing Resources Productivity report:

1. Click Dashboard to open the Dashboard.
2. Select the Comparing resources productivity chart.

The title bar of the chart displays a set of icons.

3. Click the Options icon to display the options for the chart.

See Navigate the Dashboard for more details.

4. Select the following Month options from the drop-down list:

◦ Selected– Reports for the month selected in the calendar

◦ Before selected – Reports for the month before the one selected in the calendar

The Comparing Resources by Productivity report is represented with a column chart. The chart options allow you to
choose a month to display the data for the corresponding period. You can filter the display data by activity type group or
activity type represented in the list of activities in the selected bucket or organization. You can also define the number
of resources and the number of activities to display on the chart. You can select from 20, 40, 50 or all resources.

This figure shows the dashboard window for Comparing Resources by Productivity column chart displaying average
activities for each resource.
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The horizontal axis lists individual resources by name; the vertical axis represents the number of work orders. Each
column represents the number of work orders completed by one resource during the month. The colors correspond to
the work types defined in the legend. Apart from differentiating the work types in colors, you can also view them as text
in the chart hints.

This table displays the elements in the Comparing Resources by Productivity report and their description:

Element Description

Header Displays the report name, the reported period and the number of resources in the header.

Columns Each column represents the average number of activities for each activity type completed by a
resource during the specified month. The chart columns contains several sections marked with
different colors representing various types of activities.

Legend Denotes the type of activities performed by the resources in the selected bucket/organization. If the
resources in the selected bucket/organization perform only some of the activity types existing in the
system, the columns and the legend displays only the activities performed.

Axes • horizontal: Resources

• vertical: Average activities

Hint Each activity displays a hint pop-up with Resource name, activity type and the number of activities for
each activity type.

View the Auto-Routing Results Dashboard Chart  
The Auto-Routing Results  chart displays the number of auto-routed, manually routed, and not-routed activities in the
selected bucket on the selected day.

This report has the following characteristics:

• You can run this report for buckets or organizations. If you select an individual resource or organization in the
Resource Tree, the report will be configured for the parent bucket.

• It displays the share or auto-routed, manually routed or not-routed activities as a percentage of the whole
number of activities in the selected bucket, which is assumed to be 100%. Breaks are not included.

• If you have not run Routing, the report shows the message, 'No Data'.

• The report calculates data for all child resources of the selected bucket (not only direct child resources but also
their child resources, and so on).

The Auto-Routing Results report is represented with a pie chart.

This figure shows the Auto-routing results dashboard report that calculates data for all child resources of a selected
bucket.
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To view the Auto-Routing Results Dashboard chart:

1. Click Dashboard to open the Dashboard.
2. Select the Auto-Routing Results Dashboard  report.

The title bar of the report displays a set of icons.

3. Click the Options icon to display the options for the chart.

See Navigate the Dashboard for more details.

4. Select an activity type group from the drop-down list.
5. Select the following Date options from the drop-down list:

◦ Selected day–Reports for the day selected in the calendar

◦ Day before selected–Reports for the day before the one selected in the calendar

6. Click Save.

View the Routing Errors Reasons Report  
The Routing errors reasons report shows the number of work orders that were not analyzed or processed by Oracle
Field Service Routing and the reasons why such work orders could not be routed. This report displays the reasons for
Not-routed activities by activity type for a selected date. Only the planned activities are considered for creating this
report.

This report has the following characteristics:

• You can run the report for buckets/aggregators. If you select an individual resource in the Resource Tree, the
chart will be configured for the parent bucket/aggregator.

• The report refreshes automatically every hour.
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To view the Routing Errors Reasons report:

1. Click Dashboard to open the Dashboard.
2. Select the Routing errors reasons report.
3. Click the Options icon to display the options for the chart.

See Navigate the Dashboard for more details.

4. Select the following date options from the drop-down list:

◦ Selected – Reports for the day selected in the calendar

◦ Before selected – Reports for the day before the one selected in the calendar

5. Optionally, filter the chart by selecting a work-type option from the drop-down list.

The pie chart represents the total number of work orders to be routed; the color of the "slices" indicate the reason why
the work orders could not be routed: Work Zone errors, Work Skill errors, and other reasons such as missing address.
Apart from differentiating the slices in colors, you can also view the details of the slice as text in the chart hints.

This figure shows the Routing errors reasons report displaying the number of work orders that were not analyzed or
processed.

The chart options allow you to select a date from the calendar. You can also filter the display data by the activity type
group for a selected bucket. The Routing errors reasons report is represented with a pie chart.

This table displays the elements in the Routing errors reasons report and their description:

Element Description

Header Displays the report name and date.

Columns The chart represents all the not-routed activities in the selected bucket on a specified day and is
assumed to be 100%.
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Element Description

Each slice represents the percentage share of the activities not-routed for a specific routing error
reason.
 
The chart may contain as many slices as there are routing error reasons.
 

Legend Type of data represented by the chart:

• Routing error reasons.

• The slices and the legend contain only the routing error reasons used in the selected bucket
routing results.

 

Hint Each activity displays a hint pop-up with Routing error reason, number of activities not routed for that
reason and percentage share.
 

View the Mean Time to Deliver Report  
The Mean time to deliver report displays the average time it takes to assign a work order to a resource, or reassigned
to another resource, and from the moment it is assigned until it is started by the resource. The report calculates data
for all direct children of the chosen bucket/aggregator. If an individual resource is selected from the Resource Tree, the
report will be configured for the parent bucket/aggregator of that resource. This report includes all the resources of a
bucket/organization. Activities collaborated with teamwork and pre-work are not considered for generating this report.

This report has the following characteristics:

• You can run it for buckets/aggregators. If you select an individual resource in the Resource Tree, the chart will
be configured for the parent bucket/aggregator.

• It refreshes automatically every hour

• The report does not include teamwork, non-customer activities, non-ordered activities, or pre-work

To view the Mean Time to Deliver report:

1. Click Dashboard to open the Dashboard.
2. Select the Mean time to deliver report.
3. Click the Options icon to display the options for the chart.

See Navigate the Dashboard for more details.

4. Select the following month options from the drop-down list:
◦ Selected – Reports for the month selected in the calendar

◦ Before selected – Reports for the month before the one selected in the calendar

5. Select a capacity category from the drop-down list, for example IN - Install.
6. Select an Activity Type Group from the drop-down list.

The chart options lets you to choose a month and add a filter to display data for a particular activity type group. You
can also setup the chart to show data for a particular capacity category assigned to the selected bucket or organization
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and define the number of resources whose activities is to be shown on the chart. you can select from 20, 40, 50 or all
resources. The Mean time to deliver dashboard report is accessible only in the buckets/organizations. If an individual
resource is selected in the resource tree, the report is configured for the entire parent bucket or organization. The Mean
time to deliver report is represented with a column chart.

This figure displays the Mean Time to deliver report that calculates data for all direct children of a selected bucket.

The horizontal axis lists resources by name; the vertical axis shows the time in days. Each column of the chart shows
the time that passed from the creation of a work order until it is assigned (blue) and from assignment until it is started
(red). Apart from differentiating the assignment status of work orders in colors, you can also view the status as text in
the chart hints.

This table displays the elements in the Mean time to deliver report and their description:

Element Description

Header Displays the report name, the reported period and the number of resources is displayed in the header.

Columns Each column shows the time elapsed from the activity creation to its assigning, and from assigning to
start. Each column consists of two colors representing time from activity creation to assignment (blue
color) and time from activity assignment to start (red color)

Legend From assigning to start, From creating to assigning

Axes horizontal: Resources
 
vertical: Time (in days)
 

Hint Each activity displays a hint pop-up with resource name, description of time corresponding to the
selected column part and the time in days, hours and minutes.
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View the Percentage of Activities Met Report  
The Percentage of activities met report displays the percentage of work orders completed by the resources that were
started within the service window during a selected month.

This report displays the percent of activities that were started earlier than the activity service window end during the
selected month. Activities collaborated with teamwork, pre-work and not-ordered activities are not considered during
generating this chart.

This report has the following characteristics:

• You can run it for buckets/aggregators. If you select an individual resource in the Resource Tree, the chart will
be configured for the parent bucket/aggregator.

• It refreshes automatically every hour

• The chart does not include teamwork, non-customer activities, non-ordered activities, or pre-work

To view the Percentage of Activities Met report:

1. Click Dashboard to open the Dashboard.
2. Select the Mean time to deliver report.
3. Click the Options icon to display the options for the chart.

See Navigate the Dashboard for more details.

4. Select the following month options from the drop-down list:

◦ Selected – Reports for the month selected in the calendar

◦ Before selected – Reports for the month before the one selected in the calendar

5. Select a capacity category from the drop-down list, for example IN - Install.
6. Select an Activity Type Group from the drop-down list.

The Percent of Activities Met is displayed as a column chart in the Dashboard.

The horizontal axis lists individual resources by name; the vertical axis shows the percentage of work orders completed
within the service window. Each column represents the work of one resource.

This figure shows the Percentage of activities met chart displaying the percent of completed work orders by a resource.
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This table displays the elements in the Percent of Activities Met chart and their description:

Element Description

Header Displays the report name, reported period and the number of resources whose data is displayed on the
chart.
 

Columns Denotes the percentage of activities started by each resource before the service window end.
 

Legend The chart uses only one color to display data, therefore the chart has no legend.
 

Axes • horizontal: Resources

• vertical: Percent of activities

Hint Resource name and the percent of activities met.
 

View the Percentage of Customer Expectations Met
Report  
The Percentage of customer expectations met report the number of activities started early, in time and late in a
delivery window of a bucket/organization messaged to the customer. This report shows the percentage of activities
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(without teamwork and pre-work) that were started within the service window during a selected month. The total
number of work orders that were completed by a resource is taken as 100%.

This report has the following characteristics:

• You can run it for buckets/aggregators. If you select an individual resource in the Resource Tree, the chart will
be configured for the parent bucket/aggregator.

• It refreshes automatically every hour

• The report does not include teamwork, non-customer activities, non-ordered activities, or pre-work

• You can enter a value from 0 to 80 to define the interval during which any work orders started are considered
“started on time”. (This is also known as “allowable lateness”.)

To view the Percentage of Customer Expectations Met report:

1. Navigate the Dashboard.
2. Select the Percentage of customer expectations met chart

The title bar of the chart displays a set of icons.

3. Click the Options icon to display the options for the chart.

See Navigate the Dashboard for more details.

4. Select an activity type group from the drop-down list.
5. Select the following Month options from the drop-down list:

◦ Selected–Reports for the month selected in the calendar

◦ Before selected–Reports for the month before the one selected in the calendar

6. Provide a value to specify Allowable lateness limit.
7. Select an option from the Number of resources to show drop-down list to specify the number of rows to be

displayed in the work area.

The total requirement is considered as 100 percent. Only the completed and not-done activities are taken into account.
If an activity has no specified service window start and service window end data, it is not included in the report. The
chart options lets you to select a date and add filter to display the data by display data for a particular activity type
group or for any activity types represented in the list of activities in the selected bucket or organization. When you
select a date from the calendar, the chart displays data for the period from the 1st of the month till the last date of the
same month.

The Percent of Customer Expectations Met report is represented with a column chart.

This figure shows the Percent of Customer Expectations Met column chart displaying percentage of activities assigned
to resources. Late, In time and Early activities are denoted in the chart.
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This table displays the elements in the Percent of Customer Expectations report and their description:

Element Description

Header Displays the report name, the reported period and the number of resources whose data is displayed on
the chart.
 

Columns Each column represents 100% of the resource’s not-done and completed activities.
 
Each column may consist of the maximum of three parts marked in different colors representing
the percentage share of activities started before the delivery window, in time and after the delivery
window. Apart from differentiating the percentage share of activities in colors, you can also view them
as text in the chart hints.
 

Legend Type of data represented by the chart:
 

• Late

• In time

• Early

Axes horizontal: Resources
 
vertical: Percent of activities
 

Hint Each activity displays a hint pop-up with resource name and their percent of activities met.
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View the Average Travel Time Per Resource Report  
The Average travel time per resource report displays the average time spent by resources traveling to customers on
any day that you select.

The Average Travel Time Per Resource is displayed as a column chart that can be drilled down to detailed report tabular
view. The chart shows data for all direct children of a selected bucket or aggregator. In the detailed tabular view, you can
see data for all children under the chosen bucket/ aggregator.
This image shows the Average Travel Time Per Resource column chart displaying the minutes of traveling per resource.

This report has the following characteristics:

• You can run it for buckets/aggregators. If you select an individual resource in the Resource Tree, the chart is
configured for the parent bucket/aggregator.

• You can configure the refresh rate in the Edit resource page of that resource. If the refresh rate is not available
then the default value set in the database is used.

To view the Average travel time per resource report:

1. Click Dashboard to open the Dashboard.
2. Select the Average travel time per resource report.

The Average travel time per resource report shows data for the day selected in the calendar. The chart
options allow choosing the selected date or the date before it. Additionally, the chart can be filtered to display
data for a particular activity type group or for any activity types represented in the list of activities in the
selected bucket. The third option allows defining the number of resources whose travel time is to be shown on
the chart. The user can select 20, 40, 50 or all resources to be displayed. The Average Travel Time Per Resource
report is represented with a column chart.

3. Click the Options icon to display the options for the chart.

See Navigate the Dashboard for more details.

4. Select the following date options from the drop-down list:

◦ Selected  – Reports for the day selected in the calendar

◦ Before selected – Reports for the day before the one selected in the calendar
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The Average Travel Time Per Resource report displays the following information.

• Resource name – Displays the name of resource that belongs to the organization unit or bucket.

• Average Travel Time, minutes – Displays the average travel time for the resource.

This table displays the elements in the Average Travel Time Per Resource report and their description:

Element Description

Header Displays the Report name, the reported period and the number of resources whose data is displayed
on the chart.

Columns Average travel time of each resource is shown as a column

Legend The chart uses only one color to display data, therefore, the chart has no legend

Axes horizontal: Resource
 
vertical: Minutes of traveling
 

Hint Resource name and their average travel time in minutes

View the Activities by Status Report  
The Activities by Status report shows the status of each activity within the reporting period. This report displays
the number of activities assigned to the selected resource (or resources grouped by their type and final status within
selected dates. This report does not include deleted activities.

The Activities by Statuses Dashboard report is displayed for:

• buckets/organizations

• individual resources

You can either view the report details as a pie chart or in a table.

To open the dashboard report, click Dispatch and then select Dashboardfrom the drop-down menu. The Activities by
statuses dashboard report is represented with a pie chart.

The Activities by statuses dashboard report shows data for the day selected in the calendar. The chart options allow
choosing the selected date or the date before it. You can filter to display data for a particular activity type group or for
any activity types represented in the list of activities assigned to the selected resource.

This figure shows the Activities by statuses report as a pie chart. The list of statuses are displayed in the Legend.
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To view the Activities By Status report:

1. Select the  Navigation  button.
2. Select Activities by Status from the navigation pane to display the report. There are four types of activities:

regular, reopen, activities or pre-work. The Activities by Status report displays the following information:

◦ Activity group: Indicates the name of the activity group and decides the number of rows in the report.
For example, if there are less number of final statuses in an activity group, the report will have few rows
(one for each final status).

◦ Final status—Shows the final status of the job or activity in the current activity group.

◦ Prework—Indicates the number of prework activities for the current activity group and the final status.

◦ Regular—Indicates the number of regular activities for the current activity group and the final status.

◦ Reopened —Indicates the number of reopened activities for the current activity group and the final
status.

◦ Total: —Shows the total number of activities for the current activity group and the final status

This figure shows the Activities by Status report showing the activity group, final status and the total count of prework,
regular, and reopened activities.
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This table displays the Activities by statuses elements and their description.

Element Description

Header Displays the report name and date in parentheses.

Slices The entire diagram represents all activities assigned to the selected resource on the specified day
and is assumed to be 100%. Each colored slice represents the activities of a certain status showing
the percentage share of such activities in the whole number. Apart from differentiating the activity
statuses in colors, you can also view them as text in the chart hints.

Legend Statuses of the activities assigned to:

• the selected individual resource (if an individual resource is selected in the Resource Tree), or

• all resources in the selected bucket/group (if a bucket or group is selected) If activities assigned
to the selected resource belong only to some of the statuses existing in the system, the slices and
the legend will contain only the statuses of the activities assigned to the resource.

Hint Activity status, the number of such activities assigned to the resource and their percentage share in
the whole number of activities.

View the Mobile App Usage by Versions Report  
You can identify users who use older versions of the mobile application through the new standard reports that you can
add to a dashboard. With these standard reports, you have better visibility about the devices and versions of the Oracle
Field Service mobile applications used by your mobile workers.

A new report, Mobile App Usage by Versions is available on the Dashboards page. The chart shows the percentage of
users using each version of the Android or iOS apps based on logins for the last seven days.

To view the Mobile App Usage by Versions report:

1. Click Dashboard to open the Dashboard.
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2. Select the Mobile App Usage by Versions chart from Available Reports.

Note:  Administrators can control the availability of this chart for a user type by enabling the chart from the
user type's available reports list.

This image shows the Mobile App Usage by Versions chart;:

The chart shows the percentage of users that logged into Oracle Field Service through browsers within the last
seven days. The application treats the same user that logged in through different applications as different users
and track them separately within the chart.
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3. You can filter the chart using the resource or date filters available on the View filters section. If you want to keep
the chart fixed for a specific resource type, you can configure that from the Settings page of the chart.
This image shows the Mobile App Usage by Versions chart options:

4. Navigate to Configuration, Dashboards, Available Reports. Administrators can control the availability of this
chart for a user type by enabling the chart from the user type's available reports list.

5. For a selected bucket, the chart displays information for all direct and indirect children of the bucket, If single
resources are selected, the chart shows that user’s information.The chart shows the past seven days data from
the selected date.
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6. Administrators can control the availability of this chart for a user type by enabling the chart from the user type's
available reports list.

This image shows the Available Reports pane:

View the Usage of the Mobile App Old Versions Report  
You can identify users who use older versions of the mobile application through the new standard reports that you can
add to a dashboard. With these standard reports, you have better visibility about the devices and versions of the Oracle
Field Service mobile applications used by your mobile workers.

A new report, Usage of the Mobile app old versions is available through the Dashboards page. This report helps you to
identify those users that are still using older versions of the Android or iOS mobile applications..

To view the Usage of the Mobile app old versions report report:

1. Click Dashboard to open the Dashboard.
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2. Select the Usage of the Mobile app old versions report from Available Reports.

Note:  Administrators can control the availability of this chart for a user type by enabling the report from the
user type's available reports list.

This image shows the default view of the Usage of the Mobile app old versions report;:
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3. Double-click to open the report.

This image shows the Usage of the Mobile app old versions report;:

This report provides information about who is using older versions of the Android or iOS applications with
their last login times. The data is based on user logins within the last seven days. The application treats the
same user that logged in through different applications as different users and tracks them separately within
the report. You can filter the chart using the resource or date filters. For a selected bucket, the report displays
information for all direct and indirect children of the bucket. You can also print, print all, and export the report.

4. These new reports enable you to identify the overall mobile application usage and users that are still on the
older versions. It is always recommended that you download the latest versions of the Oracle Field Service
Mobile apps, so that they can enjoy the design improvements and new features, along with a better user
experience.
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5. Administrators can control the availability of this chart for a user type by enabling the chart from the user type's
available reports list.
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3  Routes and Activities Reports

About Routes and Activities Reports  
These reports provide the information necessary to manage routing, schedule activities and respond to customer
demand.

You can directly access the following reports from the Reports menu.

• Inventory Report

• Messages Report

• Print Route

• Scheduled Report

• File Storage usage

Note:  The reports listed under the Reports tab in your configuration may vary from the ones discussed here.

The other reports cannot be accessed directly.

Note:  Report column names are available only in English and cannot be modified.

View the InTime/Late/Early Activity Report  
The In Time/Late/Early Activity report shows you the percentage of activities that were started on time and those
that were started late, started early, not started or cancelled for either the individual resource or the bucket.

Activities started on time, late, or early are calculated by comparing the actual start time to the Service Window. This
report can be used to measure on time performance.

To view the In Time/Late/Early Activity report:

1. Select the  Navigation  button.
2. Select In Time/Late/Early Activity from the navigation pane. The report displays the following information:

◦ Resource—The resource or bucket that you selected from the Resource Tree

◦ Total number of activities—The total number of regular activities assigned to resources within the
reporting period

◦ % of Started In Time—The percent of regular activities that were started within the service window, as
well as the activities that have an indefinite service window (that is, the service window start/end is null).
The search option for this field was set to 100% in order to return all start time statistics.

◦ % of Started Late—The percent of regular activities started late. This includes activities with a not null
service window and an actual start time that occurs after the end of the service window. The search
option for this field was set to 100% in order to return all start time statistics.
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◦ % of Started Early—The percent of regular activities that were started early. This includes activities with
a not null service window and an actual start time that occurs earlier than the start time of the service
window. The search option for this field was set to 100% in order to return all start time statistics.

◦ % of Not Started—The percent of regular activities that were not started, indicated by a final status of
Pending. The search option for this field was set to 100% in order to return statistics for all activities that
were not started.

◦ % Canceled—The percent of regular activities that were canceled without having been started. The
search option for this field was set to 100% in order to return statistics for all canceled activities.

This figure shows the In Time/Late/Early Activity report with the percentage of activities started, not started,
or canceled.

3. Use the Print or Export options to print the report or to export it in .csv format.

View the Notification Summary Report  
The Notification Summary report summarizes the status of the messages sent to customers during the reporting
period.

To view the Notification Summary report:
1. Select the  Navigation  button.
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2. Select Notification Summary from the navigation pane.

The Notification Summary reports include all messages of any status excluding new and sending that were
sent by any method available (voice, e-mail, external system, manual, etc.).

This figure shows the Notification Summary report displaying the summary of message statuses sent to
customers.

3. Click View and set filters to view messages sent on a certain day or under a particular scenario.

Search the Messages Report With Work Order Number  
The Messages report for Message Scenarios has been improved for better customer experience.

To view the Messages report:

1. Click Dashboard to open the Dashboard.
2. Click Notification Summary.

The Messages report has been improved with these enhancements

• A Work Order column has been added showing the number (appt_number) associated
with the activity and message scenario. Now you can identify the message scenario
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associated with a work order. Messages report shows the Work Order number column:
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• The Messages report is searchable by work order number. You can now search using the work order number.

This image displays the Messages Report showing Search Pane:
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• If you get the message "Maximum export limit (25,000) records exceeded, change the parameters and press
apply to export report." when you try to export more than 25,000 records.

This image shows the Notification Message:

Print the Route of a Single Resource  
The Print Route option enables you to print the route of a single resource, and provides a summary of the resource’s
day.

To print the route of a single resource:
1. Select the resource in the resource tree whose route you would like to print.
2. Select the  Navigation  button.
3. Select Print Route from the navigation pane.

The Print Route report is displayed.

The route report displays in the Work area.

This figure shows the Print Route report displaying the route of a selected resource for a day.
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4. Review the following information in the report:
◦ Start – Indicates the estimated time of arrival for the pending work order or the time that the job is

scheduled to begin
◦ Activity Type – Displays the type of job or work to be performed, such as install, trouble call, and so on,

as well as any non-customer facing activities, such as warehouse, break, and so on.
◦ Service Window – Specifies the time boundaries for this work order, as scheduled by the company and

expected by the customer.
◦ Account Number – Displays the primary identifier for ownership of an account.

◦ Name – Displays the name of the customer receiving the service.

◦ Address – Displays the customer’s service location.

◦ Zip – Displays the postal code of the service location.

◦ Phone – Displays the telephone number of the customer receiving the service.

5. Use the Print or Export links to print the report or to export it in .csv format.

View the Route Statistics Report  
The Route Statistics report shows you the percentage of activated routes, the percentage of completed routes, the
average number of activities per route, and a summary of the time spent on actual activities.

To view the Route Statistics report:
1. Select the  Navigation  button.
2. Select Route Statistics from the navigation pane.

The Route Statistics report is displayed.
3. Filter the information in the report by resource or by bucket depending on the selection you make in the

Resource Tree.
4. Review the following information in the report:

◦ Resource name—Displays only those resources, groups, or buckets that had at least one route assigned
during the reporting period

◦ Total Routes—Displays the total number of routes assigned (day of work) to a given resource/bucket/
group within the reporting period. Routes with activities and/or deleted activities only are not taken into
account.
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◦ % of Activated—Specifies the percent of routes that were activated during the reporting period. Routes
with activities and/or deleted activities only are not taken into account.

◦ % of Complete—Specifies the percent of routes that were completed (activated routes that include
only activities with the following statuses: Completed, Canceled, Suspended, and Not done) during the
reporting period. Routes that contain deleted activities or routes that do not contain any activity are not
taken into account.

◦ Average number of activities per route—Specifies the average number of regular activities (activities)
per route. Reopened activities and pre-work are not taken into account.

◦ Summary time spent on activities, hrs—Displays the summary time spent processing activities (in
hours) during the reporting period. All activities that have been started and have a NOT NULL length are
included as is time spent on reopened activities and pre-work.

5. Use the Print or Export options to print or export the report in .csv format.

View the Route Time Parameters Report  
The Route time parameters report calculates the average time parameters, in hours, for one route.

To view the Route Time Parameters report:
1. Select the  Navigation  button.
2. Select Route time parameters from the navigation pane.

The Route time parameters report is displayed.

This figure shows the Route Time parameters report that calculates the average time parameters, in hours, for
one route.
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3. Review the following information in the report:
◦ Resource—The resource or bucket that you selected from the Resource Tree. If you selected a Bucket

that includes multiple resources, statistics will be broken down by resource. If you select a bucket that
includes other buckets, the statistics will be broken down by bucket like the report above.

◦ Average activation time—The average time in decimal format (for example, 08:40 will be displayed as
8.66) of route activation for the resource or bucket per day over the reporting period.

◦ Day length—The average number of hours between the start of the first job or activity and the end of
the last job or activity for the selected resource or bucket during the reporting period.

◦ Time spent on activities—The average number of hours spent on individual Activities over the
reporting period. (An appointment is sometimes made up of more than one activity.)

◦ Time spent on travel —The average number of hours spent on Travel and Idle time over the reporting
period.

◦ Number of completed activities —The average number of completed activities for the selected
technician or bucket per day over the reporting period.

Note:  The term average is used because a date range can be selected when running the report.

View the Routing Report  
The routing report analyzes the quality of routes and measures the performance of the routing group over time. The
routing report provides route statistics, such as travel time, work time, and number of completed jobs, and is used to
measure both productivity and drive time.

To view the Routing report:
1. Select the  Navigation  button.
2. Select the Routing report from the navigation pane.
3. Review the routing report. It presents a summary of each route, planned or actual, in terms of minutes of travel,

work, job fit %, overtime and idle time. It presents the current view at the time it is run as follows:
◦ If run before the start of the day, the report represents the planned route

◦ If run after the end of the day (or days later), the report represents what actually happened

◦ If run mid-day, the report will be part actual and part planned

4. Select a resource bucket or organization in the Resource Tree to run the routing report .

A single total line is provided for all the resources included in the report. Some buckets contain resources while
others govern a hierarchy of buckets or organizations. The report will be broken down either by individual
resource or by bucket or organization, depending on the hierarchy.

5. Review the following information in the report:
◦ Aggregator—Either a bucket or an organization

◦ Technician– Name of the selected resource

◦ Date–The date of Route in day/month/year format

◦ Jobs–The number of jobs on route for that day, filtered by status and work type conditions. Status can be
any of the following:

- Pending
- Started
- Complete
- Suspended
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The total number of jobs includes jobs that meet the status and work type conditions above, including
jobs that were on the resource’s route within the specified day and jobs with no service window (all day
jobs).

◦ Travel, minutes–The number of minutes used for travel. If the route has not yet been completed, this will
show the estimated travel time.

Note:  Travel time represents total travel time from and to known locations. If an activity (such as lunch)
is not a known location, Oracle Field Service will not represent that time in travel time. Similarly, time
spent on activities (meetings or lunch) is not represented in the routing report.

◦ Work, minutes–The total minutes of work-duration time in a technician's route for a specified day in the
defined date range. If the route has not been started or completed yet, this will show the estimated work
time.

◦ Job Fit % – The average skill level for jobs on a route. This metric is based on the Oracle Field Service
work skill %. If a technician does not have a corresponding work skill for an activity (or doesn't have any
work skills), then the work skill for the activity is considered to be 0.

◦ Overtime, minutes–The number of overtime minutes for the day. Overtime is calculated as [End of the
last job performed] - [Schedule shift end time]. If a resource has no overtime, the report will display a "0"
value.

Note:  Oracle Field Service considers overtime to be any time outside the resources’s shift for that day.
This does not influence the Oracle Field Service overtime calculation. if the technician has a 10 hour
day scheduled or has worked 35 hours earlier in the week, Oracle Field Service just looks at time within
or outside the shift represented in that day’s working calendar.

◦ Idle Time, minutes–The time within a route when a technician is waiting to begin traveling to the
customer's location in order not to arrive before the service window starts. In other words, it is the time
that is not filled with travel time, work time, or an activity.

View Scheduled Reports  
The Schedule Report option enables you to view a list of reports that have been set up to run on a specified schedule.

Starting update 21A, users for whom the Schedule Report option is selected can access the Schedule Report option from
Core Application. Note that you cannot provide access privileges for users in a new user type.

These improvements were made:

• Schedule report functionality for existing users

• Dashboard style as per redwood design

• A limit of 25000 records is set for the number of records that can be exported. If this maximum limit is
exceeded, a warning message is shown to prevent possible out of memory/timeout issues.

• Removal of the survey reports as the survey functionality is not available for users

Schedule report functionality for existing users

Existing users configured with schedule report in legacy manage can now access schedule reports from Core
application.

1. Click Configuration. In the Configuration window, select Dashboards. This image shows the Configuration
window:
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2. Click Schedule Reports from the Actions menu. This image shows the Configuration window. The Schedule
Reports window is displayed.

3. Make sure users who have privilege to access schedule report also have access to Dashboards from the
Configuration window.

Note:  You cannot configure view or edit access privilege for a new user type in Update 21A. Existing user
types that have access to scheduled reports will have the same access privilege in Update 21A. However, new
users cannot modify the existing privilege in Update 21A

Improved Dashboard style as per redwood design

The Dashboard style and icons now appear in redwood style.

• The tabs style improved as per redwood style.

• Improved Tabs Design

• New icon style added on Available reports section.

• Icons on Available Reports

• Actions drop-down menu

• Add new predefined dashboard dialog box

• Chart settings dialog

• Dashboard configuration page (Available report selection & User type )

Warning Message when exporting reports with huge data

When the user tries to export a report with more than 25,000 records, a warning message "Unable to load data. Change
parameters and press apply to export report" appears.

Removal of survey reports

Further to removal of the survey functionality, reports & charts corresponding to survey functionality will not be
available from Update 21A.

• Post Activity Survey Calls & Post Activity Survey Calls – Total reports

• PAS Response per Resource chart will not be available from Update 21A. The dashboard will no longer show an
already configured PAS Response per Resource chart tile after the upgrade.

Initial report scheduling is handled by your system administrator.

To view scheduled reports:
1. Select the  Navigation  button.
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2. Select Schedule Report from the navigation pane.

A list of the reports that have been scheduled to run on a recurring basis by the system administrator appears.

This screenshot displays the Schedule Reports page showing the list of all scheduled reports.

This table provides the elements in the Scheduled Report and their description:

Column Description

ID The unique identifier for this report.

Report name The name of the report.

Start Date The start date of the reporting period.

End Date The end date of the reporting period.

Report Type The format of report to be sent or saved (CSV, HTML, XML, PDF).

Time The time that the report was run.

Recurrence How often this report is run. You cannot run or modify any recurring reports.

Action To view the details of the settings for an individual report (View).

View the Configuration History Report  
This report displays the changes made to any of the Configuration pages within the application.

Note:  Whenever a PATCH API is used to update a value for an Activity Duration or Travel Duration, the Configuration
History report has an entry showing the number of records that were updated in addition to the Activity duration or
Travel duration key.
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To view the Configuration History report:

1. Select the  Navigation  button.
2. Select 'Configuration History from the navigation pane.

The Configuration History report is displayed.

3. Review the following information in the report:
a. Action Time—Specifies the date and time in the time zone and desired format of the user viewing the

page when the change in Configuration was made.
b. Action—Specifies either an Insert, Update or a Delete based on the operation carried out by the user.
c. Old value—Displays the previous value of the fields related to the element in case of a Delete or an

Update operation.
d. New value—Displays one of the following:

- In case of an Update operation, this column displays the modified value of fields related to the
element.

- In case of an Insert operation, this column displays the set value of the fields.
e. Element—Displays the element or object that has been added, deleted or modified.
f. User—Displays the user name of the user who made the modification. On mouse hover, the user name

and the user ID will be displayed.
4. To filter the report, click View.

a. Start Date and End Date—Select the date range to filter the data.
b. Find —Enter a string to search within the Old value and New value columns in the report.
c. Search Category—Select an action to filter the report based on a category for example message type.
d. Rows—Specify the number of rows to be displayed on each page of the report.

Changes made to the following screens in the application are included in the Configuration History report:

• Business Rules

• Link Templates

• Work Schedules

• Work Zones
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• Work Skills

• Properties

• Capacity Categories

• Time Slots

• Resource Types

• Activity Types

• Inventory Types

• Glossary

• Action Management

• Display

• Filters

• Organizations

• Login Policies

• User Types

• Oracle Knowledge

• Statistics

• Applications

• Message Scenarios

• Holidays

• Resource Info

• Resource Calendars

• Locations

• Resource Work Zones

• Users (Except for Collaboration and Helpdesk groups)

• Daily

• Routing

• My Display

• Themes (only when default Theme is changed)

• Applications (limited to changes in the context of APIs)

Known Behaviors:

• The 'Find' option within 'View' is applicable only for the Old value and New value columns, it is not available for
the Identifier column.

• You can search only Old value and New value columns using the value of the field and not the field name. For
example: for the entry 'Activity Type: Install', you can search the word 'Install', but not on 'Activity Type’. You can
search Users using the User ID ; you cannot search using the User Name.

• Some fields may display the IDs of the values, instead of the actual values. For example: Design Theme: 2 or
Time Slots can have values like 2, 3.
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• The Identifier column, in some cases may display IDs instead of or in addition to values. For example: 'Display
Profile: UT16_DISPLAY_PROFILE/26' instead of 'Display Profile: UT16_DISPLAY_PROFILE’ ID: 15497

• The Identifier may display just the Company name when the Business Rules screen is modified.

• In entries related to the Statistics page, the value of the Type displays the label instead of the text. For example:
'Type: appt_duration' instead of 'Type: Activity duration stats fields’

• The Context Layout displayed within the Identifier column shows the label instead of the text. For example:
'Display Context Layout: web_menu manage/540’

• In some cases, the number of rows displayed on the screen may be less than the configured number of rows.
For example: The page may display only 18 rows on the screen though the user has set 20 as the number of
rows.

• Sorting is only available using the Action Time and Operation columns.

• Values of sensitive information like passwords, client secrets, and certificates are masked using * characters.

• Collaboration and Helpdesk groups are not shown in the Configuration History.

• Changes done to the SAML login policy using "Upload Metadata XML" are not logged.

Note:  Configuration History Log information will be available for the past 90 days; information beyond 90 days is
automatically removed.
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4  Communication and Post Activity Survey
Reports

About Communication and Post Activity Survey Reports  
The reports in this category document the company's performance in communicating with customers, delivering
service on time and meeting customer expectations.

Note:  Report column names are available only in English and cannot be modified.

View the Average Number of Calls Per Customer Report  
The Average Number of Calls per Customer report provides statistics about the voice messages that were sent to
customers during the reporting period.

To view the Average Number of Calls Per Customer report:
1. Select Average Number of Calls per Customer  from the navigation pane. The report contains the following

information:

◦ Message Type:—Indicates the following types of messages based on message triggers:
- day_before
- reminder
- today_%
- call_ahead
- complete

◦ Number of sent messages: —Shows the total number of voice messages (of all types) that were sent to
customers within the reporting period. It displays the total number of successfully sent voice messages
with a final status of Sent or Delivered.

◦ Average Number of Calls per Customer  shows the average number of calls (of all types) that one
customer received within the reporting period.

The Average Number of Calls per Customer report shows the Average number of calls successfully sent
to one customer. This number is calculated as [The total number of successfully sent calls] Divided by: [The
number of customers who received at least one voice message of any type, with a status of Sent or Delivered].

2. Use the Print or Export links to print the report or to export it in .csv format.

Manual Assignment Reports  
The Manual assignment reports let you to understand at-a-glance why you should make manual changes instead of
utilizing routing and optimization features and how you can use the collected information to make improvements in
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operations and routing plans accordingly. The Manual Assignment reports help improve efficiency and productivity,
reduce the need of manual assignments and create optimal routes and schedules.

These internal reports are available:

• Manual Assignment by Users

• Manual Assignment Trends

Manual Assignment by Users

The report is based on the number of manual moves - how many activities were manually moved by each user for the
selected period. The Top 20 users with max number of moved activities are displayed in the chart. This image displays
the Manual Assignment by Users page.
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Each bar represents a user, and they are colored by Move Reasons. Move Reasons with associated colors are displayed
in the legend on the right.

Manual Assignment Trends
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The report is based on the number of manual moves - how many activities were manually moved per day for the
selected period.

This image displays the Manual Assignment Trends page.
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Each bar represents a date, colored by Move Reasons. Move Reasons with associated colors are displayed in the legend
on the right.

View the Percent of Accurate Last Messages Report  
The Percent of accurate last messages report shows the percentage of Last Notification calls in which the service
window boundaries communicated to the customer were accurate.

An accurate call is one where the actual start time of the activity appears to be within the boundaries of the time
window specified by the call (±10 minutes). A last notification call is the last voice message that the customer received
before the activity was started.

To view the Percent of Accurate Last Messages report:

1. Select the  Percent of accurate last messages report from the navigation pane.
2. Click View

The  Percent of accurate last messages report is displayed:
This image shows the Percent of accurate last messages report that displays the percent of last notification
calls.
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3. To select the time duration, select the calendar icons in the Start Date and End Date fields and click Apply.
The Percent of Last Accurate Message report displays the percentage of Last Notification calls in which the
service window boundaries communicated to the customer were accurate.

◦ Date—Indicates the notification date.

◦ Percentage of Accurate Last Calls —Shows the ratio between the number of accurate last customer
notification calls and the total number of work orders that have at least one customer notification call
with the Sent or Delivered result.

The following activities are taken into account:

◦ Activities that have been started

◦ Notification calls containing the estimated service or delivery window

View the Percent of Contacted Customers Report  
The Percent of Contacted Customers report shows the total number and percentage of customers who received at
least one message containing either a service or delivery window.

To view the Percent of Contacted Customers report:
1. Click Dashboard to open the Dashboard.
2. Select the Percent of Contacted Customers report.

This table provides the elements in the Percent of Contacted Customers report and their description:

Option Description

Date The notification date

Number of Contacted Customers The total number of customers contacted during a given date.

Percent of Contacted Customers The percent of contacted customers.

The following equation is used to determine this percentage:

The quotient of number of customers divided by the total number of customers who should have been contacted.

View the Last Message Window Size Report  
The Last Message Window Size report shows the percentage of customers whose last successfully sent notification
included an estimated delivery time window of a specific duration.

To view the Last Message Window Size report:
1. Select the  Navigation  button.
2. Navigate to the Last Message Window from the navigation pane. The Last Message Window Size report

contains the following information:

◦ Size of Window (min): Estimated time window for service or delivery as transmitted (in minutes) to the
customer in the last successfully sent notification (with a status of Sent or Delivered).
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◦ Percent of Calls: Percent of customers who were given an estimated window of time for delivery.

View the Transferred Calls Report  
The Transferred Calls report shows the number of voice calls that were transferred to the Call Center (when a customer
selected the corresponding automatic option).

To view the Transferred Calls reports:
1. Select the  Navigation  button.
2. Navigate to the Transferred Calls report from the navigation pane. The Transferred Calls Report contains the

following information:

◦ Date:—Notification Date.

◦ Before Route Start—The number of voice calls transferred to the Call Center before the route was
activated.

◦ After Route Start—The number of voice calls transferred to the Call Center after the route had been
activated.

◦ Inactive Route—The number of voice calls transferred to the Call Center for routes that were not
activated.

◦ Total—Total number of voice calls transferred to the Call Center.

View the Messages Report  
The Messages report details the results of messages sent out through the Notification Engine. This report shows only
those messages that use set property delivery channel (method) if they were generated in less than one hour. The only
exception from this rule: Messages with failed status. Such messages are important for troubleshooting therefore they
do not have the one-hour expiration time.

To view the Messages report:
1. Select the subject of your report from the resource tree.

This could be a bucket or organization, such as XYZ contractors, or one or more resources.
2. Click the Navigation button.
3. Select Messages Report from the navigation pane.
4. Click View to display the filtering options for this report.
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5. Select your options.
a. From/To Date: Use the calendar icons to select the desired dates.
b. Trigger: Select a trigger from the drop-down menu. The trigger is the action taken within Oracle Field

Service that triggers the message. For example, if you would like to run a report showing all messages
triggered when an order is canceled, select Cancel.

c. Find: Use this field to search for a certain term, word, or character (such as the name of a resource) within
the results.

d. Rows: Enter the number of rows you want to see at one time. The default value is 20.

The Messages report details the results of messages sent out through the Notification Engine.

Field Description

Method How the message was sent. For example, internal process or external system.

Status The status of the message at the time the report was run.

Description Additional information about the message status.

Miscellaneous Other information

Scenario (Step) The scenario or step referenced in the message.

Trigger The event or reason why the message was sent.

Call Day The day the call was placed.

Day Created The date and time that the message could be seen in the system.
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5  Statistical and Administrative Reports

About Statistical and Administrative Reports  
These reports display data based on statistics collected in the Oracle Field Service system. All statistical reports use the
main database.

Note:  Report column names are available only in English and cannot be modified.

Time Calculations
Overtime and travel time are addressed differently when you are calculating times.

Oracle Field Service considers overtime to be any time outside the resource’s shift for that day. This does not influence
overtime calculation. If the resource has a 10 hour day scheduled or has worked 35 hours earlier in the week, the
application just looks at time within or outside the shift represented in that day’s working calendar.

Travel time represents total travel time from and to known locations. If an activity (such as lunch) has no known
location, the application will not include that time in travel time. Similarly, time spent on activities (meetings or lunch) is
not included in the routing report.

View the Average Travel Time Report  
The Average Travel Time  Report shows you the average travel time between activities for an individual resource or an
entire bucket during any reporting period that you select.

Travel time is determined by subtracting the end time of one activity or appointment with a known location from the
start time of the next activity, provided this location is also known. Events such as lunch breaks are not included as
those events do not have a destination.

If resources do not create activities in the application for things like fuel stops, special parts runs or meetings, then
travel time as represented will be inflated. Resources should be encouraged to create an activity for any time between
activities that is longer than 10 minutes and is not travel time.

To view the Average Travel Time report:

1. Select the Resource or Bucket in the resource tree that is the subject of your report.
2. Select the  Navigation  button.
3. Select the Average Travel Time  from the navigation pane.
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4. Click View to display the settings for this report.

◦ From/To Date—Use the calendar icons to select the desired dates.

◦ Travel Time—Use this field to search for travel times over a certain number of minutes. By default this is
set at 0 to return all travel time statistics. (This field can be useful when searching for long average travel
times.)

◦ Find...in: <resource name>—Enter a name or portion of a name to search for results for a particular
resource.

This figure shows the Average Travel Time report listing the average travel time for resources.

This report lists the average travel time for each individual resource or organization that you select.

View the GPS Alerts Per Resource Report  
The GPS alerts per resource report shows the number of activities with 'started outside the location', 'completed
outside the location' or 'resource left the activity location' alerts.

To view the GPS Alerts Per Resource report:
1. Select the  Navigation  button.
2. Select GPS alerts per resource from the navigation pane. Click View and then click the calendar icon to select

a date, and then click Apply.

The GPS alerts per resource report shows how many activities have such alerts as 'started outside the
location', 'completed outside the location' or 'resource left the activity location'.

3. Review the following fields:

◦ Resource: Displays the name of the resource.

◦ Total number of activities: Displays the number of activities assigned to the resource (which have GPS
tracks).

◦ Activity started outside the location, %: Displays the percentage of activities which were started
outside the planned work location.

◦ Activity completed outside the location, %: Displays the percentage of activities which were completed
outside the planned work location.

◦ Resource left the activity location, %: Displays the percentage of times when the resource left the work
zone.

◦ Idles, %: Displays the percentage of idle statuses

4. Use the Print and Export options to print or export the report in the .csv format.
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View the Inactive Users Report  
The Inactive Users Report lists the users that have been inactive for a designated period of time. Administrators can use
this report to monitor system use.

To view Inactive Users report:
1. Select Inactive Users from the navigation pane.

The View settings determine the period during which users were inactive. If you want to view the number of
inactive users for a particular date, click View and then click the calendar icon below Last login to select a date,
and then click Apply.

The Inactive Users  report provides details about inactive users such as user names, status, user type, and the
number of days since their last login.

The Inactive Users Report lists the users that have been inactive for a designated period of time.

This figure shows the Inactive users report.

2. Use the Print and Export options to print or export the report in the .csv format.
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View the Number of Active Users Report  
The Number of Active Users report enables you to view the number of users currently present in the system.

To view the number of active users:
1. Select the  Navigation  button.
2. Select Number of Active Users from the navigation pane.

The Number of active users report is displayed.

This figure shows the number of individual users for each user type.

3. The number of active users report displays these fields:

◦ User Type—Displays the name of the user type which has at least one active user. One user will have
only one user type.

◦ Active users—Displays the number of active users with a given profile.

View the Inventories Report  
This report will display the inventory list and activity list for inventories. The user can configure and use custom
inventory properties excluding file properties.

To view the Inventories report:
1. Select a resource from the resource tree.
2. Select the Navigation button.
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3. Select Inventories from the navigation pane.

This figure shows the Inventories report.

4. Click Add New to add a new inventory or select the Modify link to edit an existing inventory. Complete the
following fields as necessary:

◦ Serial Number: Specifies the serial number of the inventory item.

◦ Inventory pool: Displays the pool to which the inventory item belongs.

◦ Inventory Type: Provides the type of the inventory item. Enter a value.

◦ Quantity: Specifies the Quantity of non-serialized inventory. Enter a quantity.

◦ Model: Displays the model number of the inventory item.

5. Use the Print or Export options to print the report or to export in .csv format.

View the Travel Statistics Report  
The Travel Statistics report provides you with historical information about travel to and from service locations.

To view the Travel Statistics report:
1. Select the  Navigation  button.
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2. Select Travel Statistics from the navigation pane to display the report.
3. In the Travel Statistics report, click View to display the drop-down menu, specify the following values and then

click Apply.
a. Start Key/End Key: Optionally, enter a start and end key. These are based on the activity keys set up for

your configuration in the Statistics Parameters screen.
To open this screen, click Configuration and select Statistics Parameters in the Subsystems And
Integrations section.

b. Find...in: Enter values to search for results for a particular location based on a To/From Activity Key or
portion of a key that you enter here.

c. Rows: Enter the number of rows you want to see at one time.
4. The Travel Statistics report provides you with historical information about travel to and from service locations:

◦ Activity Key From/Activity Key To—Displays the Start and Finish indicators developed for your
configuration under Statistics Parameters.

◦ Avg—Indicates the average travel time in minutes.

◦ Override—Displays the override value, if an override is added via an API.

◦ Dev—Indicates the standard deviation from the travel time.

◦ Count—Displays the quantity of averaged samples in the current category.

◦ Level—Indicates whether statistics were gathered at the company, organization or individual resource
level.

5. Click Print to print the report or Export to export the report as a .csv file.

View the Work Order Statistics Report  
This report displays the statistics for work orders.

To view the Work Order Statistics report:
1. Select a resource from the resource tree
2. Select the  Navigation  button.
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3. Select Work Order Statistics from the navigation pane to display the report.

This figure shows the Work Order Statistics report.

4. Review the following information in the report:

◦ Resource—Displays only those resources that have at least one activated route with regular not deleted
activities within the given dates.

◦ Work type—Displays the work types of activities assigned to a given resource within the selected date. If
several activity work types are available then the table will have several rows for this resource – one row
per each work type.

◦ Total number of activities—Provides the total number of regular activities of a specific work type by a
selected resource within the selected date.

◦ %Completed—Displays the percentage of completed activities on which the work order statistics are
based.

◦ Average time to complete—Displays the average time required to complete a regular activity of a
specific work type by a selected resource within the selected date. Only completed activities are taken
into account.

5. To filter the report, click View and enter one of the following values in the Work type filter  field:

◦ * (default value)—The report displays the data related to all activities of all work types within the selected
date.

◦ a label of a specific work type—The report displays the data related to activities of only that work type.

6. Use the Print or Export options to print the report or to export in .csv format.
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View the Work Statistics Report  
This report displays the statistically calculated estimated duration, standard deviation, and count for different kind of
activities based on past data. Work statistics can be based on work performed by a single resource or a set of resources
selected from the resource tree.

To view the Work Statistics report:
1. Select the  Navigation  button.
2. Select Work Statistics from the navigation pane to display the report.
3. Use the Find and in fields to search for appointment keys by entering a term, word, or character in the Find

field. (What you enter here depends on the convention your company uses to name activity keys.)
Appointment keys are defined in the Statistics screen within Configuration in the Subsystems section.
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4. Select a resource from the resource tree to display the Work Statistics report for the selected resource.

This figure shows the Work Statistics report for a selected resource.
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5. Review the Work Statistics report:

◦ Activity Key—Keys or standards defined by your company for specific work types and working
conditions under Statistics Parameters.

◦ Average—Displays the average number of minutes that is estimated statistically for a task.

◦ Override—Displays the override value, if an override is added via an API.

◦ Deviation—Provides the standard deviation from the estimated duration in minutes.

◦ Count—Displays the number of completed activities on which the work statistics are based.

◦ Level Info—Indicates whether the statistics are at the company level, bucket level, or the resource level.
Company level statistics are based on the entire company, while resource level statistics are based on the
work of one resource.

6. Use the Print or Export options to print the report or to export in .csv format.
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6  Troubleshooting Reports

Report Words and Header Translations  
Some report words and headers are not available in translated languages.

Time-Out Messages  
If a particular report is not loaded, there might be a problem with setting the filters in the View drop-down list correctly.

Following message is displayed:

• Unable to load data. Change parameters and press apply to view report

Reports taking longer the 30 seconds to load will receive the above time-out message. When this occurs, you
should change the values in the filters or update the position in the resource tree hierarchy.
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Revision History
This document will continue to evolve as existing sections change and new information is added.

Date What’s Changed Notes

May 2022 • These sections were added:

◦ View the Mobile App Usage by Versions Report

◦ View the Usage of the Mobile App Old Versions Report

February 2022 • Minor updates
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